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Regal Majesty  

  

  

Here at Regal Majesty we approach things in a very straight forward manner, we believe in being 

honest with our fees. You will not find hidden fees. We don’t make contestants sell mandatory ad 

pages. That is why we do an all-inclusive system. You will not be tricked into paying more so 

your contestant can win a higher title.  Here is a list of the Mandatory Areas of competition for 

the entire weekend.  

Interview/Playtime  

Personal Introduction/Personality  

Formal Wear  

Fun Fashion Modeling  

One Free Theme Wear  
  

Also Included in your Entry Fee  

Mini Awards – Prettiest Eyes, Prettiest Smile, Prettiest Hair, Most Regal. Awards will be 

presented in each age division.  

Regal Majesty is an all Crown System the Mandatory events will determine within each division 

Queen and her Court (Princess, Duchess, and Countesses) 

Crowning gifts  

 

 

2 - All access pass to get into all modeling events (one contestant and one chaperone)  

2 - Tickets for crowning (one contestant and one chaperone)  

 

The Location of the Stage Competitions will be at the 

Spectrum Academy 
867 South 800 West, Pleasant Grove, UT 84062 

   

Divisions (Contestants shall compete their age as of June 29, 2019 

2-3 yrs. 4-6 yrs. 7-9 yrs. 10-12 yrs. 13-15 yrs. 16-19 yrs. 20 & Up 

& Rising Star for Girls and Women with Disabilities (ages and awards for Rising Star will be 

determined after entries are received) 
  

You must have current residency in the state that you are competing for a title in ie: Colorado 

resident competes for Colorado state title, Utah resident competes for Utah title etc.  The Overall 

High Point Awards and Rising Star Courts will not be determined by State. 
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MANDATORY EVENTS:  

 

Beauty/Formal wear: 22.5%  
The contestants are allowed to wear any style of dress for this event. The style, length, color or brand of dress should not be 

taken into consideration when scoring this event. Their presentation is in a T-pattern, Miss America circles and turns are 

allowed, judges are looking for poise confidence, bright natural smile and eye contact. We are not a glitz pageant, so Glitz 

modeling is not encouraged. Glitz modeling is what you see on Toddlers and Tiaras. Glitz routines would be characterized 

by extreme facials, extreme over animated sassy walks, wrist flicks and excessive facial poses and excessive facial gestures.  
Try to avoid over-posing and keep your arms at a natural state, try to avoid the stiff airplane arms. No Cupcake Dresses. Please 

see Regal Majesty website for examples. Contestants will be judged on modeling ability, poise, overall grooming, smile and 

eye contact and NOT their clothing in Beauty. A good fit and age appropriate dress would be worn.  In ages 10 and up 2-piece 

Formals or fun fashions are now allowed, As long as no more then 1 ½ inch of the waist shows, (see website for examples) 

Walk with beauty and grace and you will do great!  

Interview: 22.5%  
At the State Finals Interview takes the place of on stage question. Contestants will be required to wear the official Finals Regal 

Majesty tee shirt with white bottoms and white shoes. This outfit will be worn for the opening number and personal 

introduction also. Each contestant will sit with a judge and be asked appropriate questions, then rotate until she had spoken to 

all 3 judges. (playtime is where the 2-6 year olds can interact with the judged in a fun playful setting)  

Personal Introduction: 22.5%  
This will take place during the opening number the contestants will wear the official Finals Regal Majesty tee shirt with white 

bottoms and white shoes (same outfit as interview.  The contestants will be announced and come the mic and present a 

personal introduction. Judging them on their confidence, poise, personality and ability to speak on stage.  Introductions should 

include their name, age, and something about themselves. Deductions will be taken if introduction is over 45 seconds.  

Fun Fashion: 22.5%  
The attire should be age appropriate hip, fun, trendy and creative. Judges may take a deduction for inappropriate attire. 

Contestants will be judged on modeling ability, poise, overall grooming, smile and eye contact and creativity. Their 

presentation should use a combination of step-step turns, step backs and circle turn, etc. They may put their hands-on hips. 

And have fun! Runway modeling is strongly encouraged, modeling like NAM National American Miss. We are not a glitz 

Pageant, so Glitz modeling is not encouraged. Glitz modeling is what you see on Toddlers and Tiaras, Glitz routines would be 

characterized by extreme facials, Extreme over animated sassy walks, Spins and Step backs with wrist flicks and excessive 

facial poses and excessive facial gestures and heel stretches. Styles are changing, and we like to keep up with the trends, So 

new rule 2 piece fun fashion are allowed in age groups 10 years and up as long as no more then 1 ½ inch of the waist shows, 

(see website for examples) Think high fashion and fun what you would want to see on the run way! Think Fashion!  

Theme Wear 10%  
Your fees come with one theme wear, you may choose to add more, to increase your score, if you choose to do more 

than one, your highest score will be kept and added into your total Mandatory Score.  
Be creative and have fun show personality!  Theme Wear should be creative and original.  Show your personality both with 

your outfit and your modeling.   These are a Modeling score and Creativity score.  
Hats are okay as long as we can still see your face.   Please make sure your outfit is age appropriate and modest. Props must be 

set up within 30 seconds (no Glitz modeling pro-am, flips or gymnastic moves)  
You may have custom music for theme wear events music must be emailed to the director no later than July 1, 2019 no 

exceptions.  If custom music is not send music will be provided. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continue to next page 
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AWARDS & TITLES 

There will only be high points if there are enough state contestants for a 

queen in every age division 

 

3 ROYAL OVERALL HIGH POINT WINNER 

2-6 yrs. Overall High Point Winner 

7-12 yrs. Overall High Point Winner 

13 yrs. & Up Overall High Point Winner 

 

Overall High Point Winners are the contestant in the three age groups that 

receive the combined overall highest score including all parts of competitions 

mandatory and optional combined 

 

The winners will receive 

Regal Majesty State Royalty for one year 

Overall High Point Large Keepsake Crown 

Custom Regal Majesty State Adjustable Gold Comfort Crown 

Regal Majesty State Royalty Satin Sash 
Beautiful Rhinestone Sash Pin 

Regal Majesty Memento 
Royalty Group Photo-shoot 

Individual Crown and Banner Photos 
Directors Gifts 

Return to the following years pageant to crown their successor with a fun filled 

weekend and royalty events planned by your local director 
$100 off the National Pageant in Seaside, OR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continue to next page 
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9 - STATE QUEEN WINNERS  

(state queens will be awarded in every age division according to state, Rising Star Queen 

Divisions will be predetermined after all entries are received) 

Requires: Interview/Playtime, Beauty, Personal Introduction/Baby Personality, Fun 

Fashion, and One Theme Wear.  

The winner will receive 

, Regal Majesty State Royalty for one year,  

Custom Regal Majesty State Adjustable Gold Comfort Crown, 
Regal Majesty State Royalty Satin Sash, Beautiful Rhinestone Sash Pin 

Royalty Group Photo-shoot, Individual Crown and Banner Photos, Directors Gifts 

Return to the following years pageant to crown their successor with a fun filled weekend 

and royalty events planned by your local director 

$100 off the National Pageant in Seaside, OR 

9 AGE DIVISION PRINCESS WINNERS 

 (each from their own state, Rising Star divisions  

will be predetermined after all entries are received) 

Requires: Interview/Playtime, Beauty, Personal Introduction/Baby Personality, Fun 

Fashion and One Theme Wear 
One Princess in each age division will receive:  

A Beautiful Crown, Custom Sash and Directors Gift  

Plus $75 dollars off certificate for Nationals in Seaside, OR 

9 AGE DIVISION DUCHESS WINNERS 

(each from their own state, Rising Star divisions  

will be predetermined after all entries are received) 

Requires: Interview/Playtime, Beauty, Personal Introduction/Baby Personality, Fun 

Fashion, and One Theme Wear 

One Duchess in each age division will receive: 

A Beautiful Crown, Custom Sash and Directors Gift 

 Plus $75 dollars off certificate for Nationals in Seaside, OR 

AGE DIVISIONAL COUNTESSES 

(Each from their own state, Rising Star divisions will be predetermined after all entries are 

received) 

Requires: Interview/playtime, Beauty, Personal Introduction/Baby Personality, Fun 

Fashion and One Theme Wear 
Countess will be awarded to all remaining contestants in each age division who will 

receive: 

A Beautiful Crown, Custom Sash and Directors Gift plus  

Plus $75 dollars off certificate for Nationals in Seaside, OR 
  

Continue to next page 
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MINI AWARDS PER DIVISION 

 Prettiest Eyes, Prettiest Smile, Prettiest Hair, Most Regal will win custom awards. 

(Included in your fees) *All states are combined for these awards* 

DIRECTOR’S CHOICE AWARD 
(included in your fees) 

The contestant who has shown poise, great sportsmanship throughout the entire weekend win a 

custom award, chosen by the director and staff. 

OPTIONAL EVENT AWARDS 

(All states are combined for these awards, remember these scores are added to your 

mandatory event scores for the Overall High Point awards)  

9 REGAL COMBINED STATE DIVISIONAL TALENT WINNERS 

Crown & Custom Award 

COVER MODEL AND BACK COVER MODEL 

Cover Model will be the Best Headshot Back Cover Model will be the Best Full Body 

Photos must be sent to rmdirectorut.co@gmail.com   no later than July 1, 2019. The 

winner of the Cover Model contest will grace the front cover of this year’s State Program 

Book & the best Full Body will grace the back cover of the program book.  The winners 

will also receive a Crown. 

THEME WEAR WINNERS 
There will be 2 winners in each of the Theme Wear Categories One 2-12 Winner & one 13 & Up Winner 

these are the 2 contestants with the Highest overall score in each theme wear. Your fees come with one 

theme wear, you may choose to add more, to increase your score if you choose to do more than one, 

your highest score will be kept and added into your Mandatory score. There is a 1 minute time limit 

for each Theme Wear deductions will be given for any contestant going over 1 minute  Be creative and 

have fun show personality!  Theme Wear should be creative and original.  Show your personality both 

with your outfit and your modeling.   These are a Modeling score and Creativity score. Hats are okay as 

long as we can still see your face.   Please make sure your outfit is age appropriate and modest. Props 

must be set up within 30 seconds (no Glitz modeling pro-am, flips or gymnastic moves)  

You may have custom music (this helps avoid over time limit deductions) for theme wear events 

music must be emailed to the director no later than July 1, 2019 no exceptions.  If custom music is 

not send music will be provided. 
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RULES 

Age Divisions 
  Age of the contestant will be determined by their age as of the day of the pageant. Age divisions may be 

combined at Directors discretion. Rising Star divisions will be combined at the Directors discretion. If this is 

necessary, it will be announced at the beginning of the pageant. COACHING RULES (2-3 years) Must be 

escorted on stage. No intro, not even by parent. (3-4 years) May escort on stage, not required. Must have one 

parent backstage at all times. (5-6 years) Must go onstage alone. May have a parent backstage. No excessive 

coaching from backstage or the audience, points will be deducted. (All other Age Divisions) NO COACHING 

from backstage or the Audience (points will be deducted) Note the Rising Star Division may have these adjusted 

according to the needs of their disability.   Rising Star: Coach and on-stage help will be decided on each contestant 

separately some Rising Star contestants require help on stage some can be more independent.  The Executive 

Director will make this decision on a case by case basis. 

                                                                          Hair and Make-up  
Regal Majesty is a SEMI NATURAL pageant. No Make-up allowed on contestants 6 years and under during 

interview. However due to theater lighting, contestants ages 5-12 may wear a minimal amount of makeup and 

contestants 13+ may wear makeup appropriate for their age. Judges may deduct for excessive and distracting 

makeup in any division.  No flippers (fake teeth) allowed. If you have sewn in or glued in extensions and wear 

those as your daily hair style and it looks like your natural hair, that is allowed. No clip in hair pieces, wig lets, 

falls any pinned in hair pieces. Ages 16 and up may wear lashes self-tanning is allowed for ages 7 and up. Wigs 

will be allowed for Talent, and for some theme wears if a costume wig is necessary to complete the outfit. 

Example: Ariel, may wear a red wig, not a wig let or hair piece.  

Clothing 
Please make sure your outfit is age appropriate and modest. Hats are okay as long as we can still see your face. 

Styles are changing, and we like to keep up with the trends, So, new rule; 2 piece fun fashion and beauty are 

allowed in age groups 10 years and up as long as no more than 1 ½ inch of the waist shows.  Absolutely NO 

Cupcake dresses are allowed 

 

Conduct 
  Act like royalty - be regal always... At Regal Majesty, we believe that pageantry should be a positive 

experience for both the kids and their families. This means that we have a zero-tolerance policy for any 

bullying, poor sportsmanship, or disrespect to other contestants, supporters, staff, or royalty. This includes, but 

is not limited to: • Verbal assault – name-calling, slurs, harassment, teasing, derogatory remarks, rumors, etc. • 

Non-verbal assault – threatening tones or gestures, reducing a person’s sense of safety • Threats –

communicating to cause fear or anxiety in another person(s) including violating personal space with the intent 

to invoke fear • Cyber – using technology to bully or slander including social network sites, webpages, text 

messages, instant messaging, hate blogs, pictures 

General Rules 
No bringing food, treats, toys, electronic on stage. No chewing gum or candy on stage, points will be deducted. 

Please be on time if you are called on stage and you are not in line up, you will go at the end of the age group 

and if you are still not in line then you will have to wait to the end of the next age group and points may be 

deducted. It’s your responsibility to check back and see the progression of the pageant. It is not our 

responsibility to find you and tell to come to line up. The final decision is made by the director if the 

contestant will be deducted for the tardy do to any unforeseen circumstance.  
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Remember that points may and will be deducted for not following rules, or displaying bad sportsmanship. 

  

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND RULES..DONT FORGET!!!!! 

Gift: Please bring one gift for the gift exchange. The gift exchange will take place at our Friday night party. 

(please bring your gift with you (labeled with your age group on your gift $10 range), Your gift will be for 

someone in your age group, if you forget your gift we will have a few $10 gift cards or items for sale at the gift 

shop for you to purchase in the event if you forget your gift. 

  

Schedule: 

A tentative schedule will be added to this site soon. It will also be emailed to you when it is available. The 

schedule will be adjusted as required and posted on the web site. PLEASE BE ON TIME. You must be ready 

for line up at the posted time. Promptness is essential while competing in this pageant, arrive early and 

prepared.  Please read your schedule and arrive early for your stage events, as points may be deducted if you are 

late. 

 
 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  


